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INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT:

Institutional support is a school’s way of  saying they support 
a student (or students) in their desire to host a conference, 
serve on the SBD or win an award. 

Host instititional support for positions and conferences 
consists of  a letter of  support to be included in the bid packet, 
agreeing to support the candidate and expounding upon 
their qualifications. For awards, a letter of  support from a 
professional staff  member can set you apart by detailing the 
impact of  the nominee and the institution’s agreement that 
they are deserving of  recognition.

If  you are interested in bidding for an award, conference, or 
position, the first step should be to speak with an advisor. Each 
school may have their own system for obstaining institutional 
support, ranging from a vote within the RHA’s general body 
to meeting with professional staff  members. Starting this 
conversation may be scary, but it is the first step toward 
recognizing what you believe you can accomplish and achieve 
as a student leader! Bidding in an incredible experience itself!

BIDDING POLICY:

Always check the FARH Policy Book online at felippefarh.org 
before and after creating a bid to ensure all requirements 
have been made. Important components of  each individual 
award bid are outlined within the governing documents, as are 
requirements regarding copyrights and waiver forms. You can 
also email your bid before the deadline to the FARH Associate 
Director of  Recognition at adrfarh@gmail.com to have it 
checked by the SBD for policy violations!



ASSEMBLING CONFERENCE BID TEAMS:

It takes a team to create a bid. Not just any team, but a team 
that is motivated, energetic, dedicated and hard-working. 

How to Pick a Team:
• Asking people on your E-board if  they are interested
• Opening up an application and sending it out to all the 

residents on campus
• Sending out an application to your RHA, general body 

members, RAs, or professional staff  members to pass along

The size of  your team will vary depending on what you are 
bidding for (Mini- FARH or FARH). The FARH SBD suggests the 
following positions, though they may be combined or altered:

Now that you have sent out an application and picked your 
team for your bid, it is time for the real work to start.  At the 
first initial meeting you should set expectations, create a 
timeline, plan meeting times and locations, and construct 
a vision with your team.

For Mini-FARH:
• Chairs(s)
• Advisor
• Registration Chair
• Entertainment Chair
• Dining/ Hospitality Chair 
• Volunteer Chair 

For FARH Conference: 
• Chair(s)
• Advisor(s)
• Registration Chair
• Entertainment Chair 
• Dining/Hospitality Chair 
• Volunteer/ Logistics Chair
• Transportation Chair
• Spirit/ Marketing Chair
• Programming Chair
• Philanthropy Chair
• Facilities Chair



WRITING THE CONTENT:

When writing your bid, remember that it is not an academic 
essay or an autobiography, but think of  it as a pitch.

“Pitch – a form of  words used when trying to persuade 
someone to buy or accept something.”

Envision your favorite product, whether it be a cereal or a 
toothpaste. Anytime you see a commercial for it, the company 
is essentially pitching the product to you, usually in 30 
seconds. Thankfully, bids don’t carry that kind of  pressure. 

Nonetheless, the same concept still applies. Before you start 
drafting your bid: 

• First, determine what is 100% necessary to the bid, as if  you 
couldn’t submit the bid without that information. 

• Next, determine what are some secondary details that may 
not be crucial, but can set yours apart from the others. 

• Lastly, determine the stuff  that is good, but won’t be 
remembered in the long-run. 

Whatever is being bid on is the product. A drawn out history of  
the product is good, but not necessary. There’s a reason why 
Colgate doesn’t use its valuable ad time to tell you about the 
benefits of  brushing your teeth, instead they use that time to 
pitch the quality of  their product. Don’t waste your precious 
bid space on things that won’t sway the person reading it. 
For example, if  bidding to host a FARH conference, facts 
about your institutions great RHA programs, living-learning 
communities or your institution’s faculty-to-student ratio are 
great, but probably not relevant to your bid. Instead, focus 
on your objective!



WRITING THE CONTENT CONTINUED:

Tailor your pitch to your audience and objectives. Be sure to 
understand what the purpose of  each style of  bid is for:

• Positions: You’re not pitching your qualifications; you’re 
pitching why your qualifications make you a good candidate. 

• Conference: You’re not pitching your institution; you’re 
pitching how the conference will be great at your institution. 

• Awards: You’re not pitching the potential recipient; you’re 
pitching why they deserve it. 

Flashy pictures and graphics are important to make your 
bid stand out, but beware having a bid that has glitz but no 
substance. Keep just enough images to drive your point and 
keep it moving. At the end of  the day, NCCs are voting on a 
recipient  with the best content, not the flashiest bid. 

There’s no formula to determine how much imagery is too 
much, but a good marker is to make sure that your written 
content is just as stellar as the graphics on the page. 

Another area where great bids can falter is grammar. When 
writing your bid, please give it the same kind of  attention that 
you’d give a paper for class. A bid riddled with errors can 
distract from an otherwise great presentation. Take the time to 
have your bid proofread by someone, preferably from someone 
who didn’t help write it. 

Also, your bid doesn’t need big words or statistics to be good, 
just make sure it’s clearly written and factual.



DESIGNING THE BID:

Your team can be the most dedicated, and your copy can be 
eloquent and impactful, but without a polished and creative 
design, your message will be lost in the wind. But not every 
housing extraordinaire can also be a graphic design guru. 

Some design programs or tools for a beautiful bid:

• Canva - Free, with certain premium designs that cost 
money; designs for anything from social media posts to 
documents where you can set brand colors and logos for 
easy continued designing; has a mobile version

• InDesign - Free trial; full-time purchase available; 
professional Adobe design software (used to create this)

• Photoshop - Free trial; full-time purchase available; 
professional Adobe photo-editing software

• FreePik - Free PSD images, vector images, and graphic 
design elements that you can use to spice up your bid theme

• Creative Commons - Images that you can use without 
copyright issues, free to alter or use

• Adobe Spark - Free social media post design software
• Pixlr Editor - Free Photoshop-esque editing software

So you have the tools, but what’s the vision? What are the 
elements of  a polished, aesthetically-pleasing bid?

• Consistent color scheme
• One or two legible fonts
• Big, central image on 

each page called a CVI: 
centre of  visual interest

• Pull quotes - information 
or facts that are made 

larger and “pretty” for 
emphasis

• High quality images (if  
you can count the pixels, 
it belongs in the trash)

• Margins around your 
page for a clean look



NAILING IT - PRESENTING THE BID:

It’s time. You’ve waiting all year, recruited a team, written the 
material, designed the bid...and now it’s time to present. But 
what does that really look like?

Those interested in hosting a conference or serving on the 
SBD will participate in presentations for conference bids and 
elections for positions.

For conference presentations:

• Institutions will have about twenty five (25) minutes to 
present during FARH boardroom (including set up and take 
down); the FARH SBD recommends creating a PowerPoint 
or Prezi presentation

• Cover your theme, your team, logistics, and each category 
• A five (5) minute period of  question and answer will follow
• Voting will take place
• If  there is a tie, the decision goes to a vote amongst the SBD

For SBD position elections:

• Candidates will give a three (3) minute speech before the 
FARH voting reps; the FARH SBD recommends creating a 
Powerpoint slide or presentation

• Cover your qualifications, your goals, your experiences and 
your passion/love/froggin’ awesome adoration for FARH

• A five (5) minute period of  question and answer will follow
• Each candidate may then have one (1) person give a two (2) 

minute pro-speech in their favor before the voting reps
• Voting will take place


